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Z-scan measurements of the anisotropy of nonlinear refraction 
and absorption in crystals 
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We introduce a method for measuring the anisotropy of nonlinear absorption and nonlinear refraction in crystals 
by incorporating a wave plate into the Z-scan apparatus. We demonstrate this method by measuring the 
polarization dependence of the nonlinear refractive index or two-photon absorption coefficient in BaF2, KTP, 
and GaAs at wavelengths of 532 and 1064 nm. 

The techniques most often used to determine compo
nents of the third-order susceptibility, x(3), include 
degenerate four-wave mixing, 1 nearly degenerate 
three- and four-wave mixing, 2 ellipse rotation, 3 
optical third-harmonic generation,4 photoacoustics,5 

beam-distortion methods,6 - 8 and nonlinear transmis
sion.9 Some of these have been adapted to mea
sure the anisotropy of x<a) .2•5•6•9 We introduce a 
method based on the Z-scan8

•
10 to determine the 

polarization dependence of nonlinear refraction and 
nonlinear absorption in crystals. We demonstrate 
this technique to measure anisotropy of the ultrafast 
bound electronic nonlinear refractive index n 2 and 
the two-photon absorption (2PA) coefficient {3. Mea
surements of the anisotropy can also give information 
about the band structure of the material.11 Sheik
Bahae et al. 8 describe the Z scan in detail, where 
the transmittance of a sample is measured through 
an aperture in the far field as a function of the 
sample's position relative to the beam waist. If 
only nonlinear refraction is present, a transmittance 
curve, with a maximum (peak) and a minimum 
(valley), antisymmetric around the position of the 
beam waist is obtained. The peak-to-valley change 
in transmittance, D..Tpv' is approximately proportional 
to the on-axis nonlinear phase shift d<l>0 •

8 It is 
shown that D..Tpv = plD..<I>ol = pkiAnlL, where k is 
the propagation vector and L is the length of 
the sample. The constant p depends on the size 
of the aperture in the far field and equals 0.36 
for an aperture allowing 40% linear transmittance. 
Placing the sample at the Z position corresponding 
to the peak, a half-wave plate situated in front of the 
sample is rotated, and the transmittance through the 
aperture is measured as a function of the incident 
linear polarization direction. This is repeated with 
the sample positioned at the valley. By subtracting 
these two sets of data, we obtain l:l T pv as a function 
of incident electric-field polarization, from which we 
can infer the polarization dependence of n2 • Here we 
define n2 by the change in refractive index, D..n = n 21. 

When the aperture is removed and all the trans
mitted energy is collected, the experiment is sensitive 
only to changes in transmittance due to the presence 
of nonlinear absorption. When the sample is placed 

0146-9592193/030194-03$5.00/0 

at the beam waist, the loss is maximized, and rotation 
of the wave plate shows the anisotropy of this loss. 
To normalize the transmittance change and eliminate 
other small polarization-dependent losses, a second 
measurement is performed, with the sample placed 
far from the waist such that the nonlinear loss is 
negligible. Subtraction of these data from the data 
with the sample at the waist gives the normalized 
transmittance change through the sample, and hence 
the 2PA coefficient f3 can be calculated from a spatial 
and temporal integration of the equation 

al(r, z', t) = - I( ' t) - {31( ' t)2 a r,z, r,z, , 
az' 

(1) 

where z' is the depth in the sample and a is the resid
ual linear absorption coefficient.12 Measurement of 
the anisotropy of n2 in the presence of nonlinear 
absorption requires a more complicated procedure. 8 

Following Ref. 13, given an input field E(t) = 
Eo cos(wt), the amplitude of the third-order polariza
tion at w is given by 

p(3)( ) = 3Eo (3)(0)E 3 
W 4 Xetr o , (2) 

where E0 is the dielectric permittivity and x!~ is the 
effective third-order susceptibility whose functional 
form depends on the symmetry and orientation of the 
crystal. The intensity-dependent refractive index n 2 

and the 2PA coefficient {3 are related to the real and 
imaginary parts of X(3) by8 

3 
n2 (m2/W) = 

2
Re x(3>(w; -w, w, w) (3) 

4EoCn0 

and 

3w f3 (m/W) = 
2 2 2

Imx(3l(w; -w, w, w), (4) 
E0 C n0 

where no is the linear refractive index and c is 
the speed of light in a vacuum. We use mks units 
throughout, and the conventions used here follow 
those of Ref. 14. The conversion to esu is n~su = 
(enol 407T )n2ks, where dn = n2su Eo 2/2. 

The Q-switched mode-locked Nd:YAG laser used 
for these experiments produced single 30-ps (FWHM) 
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Fig. 1. Curve (a), 532-mn 40% aperture transmittance 
trace as a function of incident electric-field polarization 
in BaF2. Curve (b), 1064-nm trace in KTP to measure 
the polarization dependence of n 2 • 

TEM00-mode pulses that could be frequency doubled 
to obtain 21-ps 532-nm pulses. When using 1064-
nm pulses, we focused the beam to a measured spot 
size of 37 11-m (half-width at 11 e2 maximum) with a 
best-form lens, whereas at 532 nm, the beam waist 
was 24 JJ-m. 

Looking first at BaF2, which has a cubic lattice 
belonging to the point group m3m, we define the 
electric-field polarization direction (} relative to the 
[100] crystallographic axis and propagate k parallel 
to the [001] crystallographic axis. Figure 1, curve 
(a), shows data of the aperture transmittance versus 
polarization orientation of n2 at 532 nm with an 
irradiance of 61 GWicm2 for a 0.5-cm-thick sample of 
BaF2. The electric-field polarization in the crystallo
graphic xy plane is given byE = E 0 (cos (}x + sin Oy). 
Because we consider degenerate frequencies, intrinsic 
permutation symmetry leaves three independent x<s) 
tensor components given by x<s) ' x<s) ' and x<s) . = xyyx xxyy 
Note that this is true for both real and imaginary 
parts of x<s). For this specific geometry, the effective 
third-order susceptibility from Eq. (2) is 

x~~(O) = x~;2.J1 + 2u(sin4 
(} - sin2 0)], (5) 

where we define a coefficient of anisotropy u as 

x<s) - [ x<s) + 2x<s) ] 
0" = = xxyy xyyx • ( 6) 

X~ 
If the material is isotropic, i.e., x<s) = x<s) + 2x<s> = xxyy xyyx' 
u yields a value of zero. The dashed curve in Fig. 1 

is a least-squares fit to Eq. (5) with only real compo
nents of x< 3>. The values of the nonlinear coefficients 
for BaF 2 and other materials are summarized in 
Table 1, where the absolute errors are ±20%. 

For z-cut KTP, which has an orthorhombic lattice 
and belongs to the point group mm2, we propagate 
k along the crystal's z axis so that the electric-field 
polarization will be in the xy plane making an angle 
¢ with the crystallographic x axis. In this geometry, 
deer = 0 for both type I and type II phase matching15

; 

thus, quasi-x<s) effects that are due to cascading 
of second-order processes16 are eliminated, and the 
nonlinearity is purely bound electronic and positive.16 

Applying intrinsic permutation symmetry, we arrive 
at an effective third-order susceptibility, 

(s> . sin2 2A-
Xerr(¢) =X~ cos4 ¢ + X~_:]y Sln4 

¢ + B 4 o/' 

(7) 

where B is given by 

B = 2x<s> + 2x<s) + x<s> + x<s> . (8) xxyy yyxx xyyx yxxy 

Figure 1, curve (b), shows the aperture transmittance 
versus ¢ at 1064 nm in a 0.76-mm sample of KTP 
with an irradiance of 46 GW I cm2. The least-squares 
fit to Eq. (7) is shown as the solid curve in Fig. 1. 

At 532 nm, KTP exhibits 2PA. The solid curve 
and dots in Fig. 2 show the transmittance versus ¢ 
with the aperture removed and the sample at the 
beam waist for an irradiance of 32 GW I cm2. The 
solid curve in Fig. 2 is a least-squares fit of Eq. (7). 

GaAs is a 43m cubic material and shows 2PA at 
1064 nm. The GaAs ·sample was oriented so that 
k was normal to the [110] plane, and the electric
field polarization was measured relative to the [001] 
crystallographic axis. The dotted curve and crosses 
in Fig. 2 show the transmittance versus polarization 
angle(} in a 0.8-mm sample placed at the beam waist 
with an irradiance of 180 MW I cm2. Following the 
analysis for cubic BaF2, we find that 

x~~(O) = x~[ 1 + 2u(! sin4 
(} - sin2 o)J . (9) 

In contrast to the case of BaF2, only the imaginary 
components of x<s> are used in evaluating Eqs. (6) 
and (9). The least-squares fit to the data is shown 
as the dashed curve in Fig. 2. The value of the 
anisotropy of {3 reported here agrees well with that 
reported by Bepko, 9 using nanosecond pulses, where 
2PA-generated carrier absorption is large and simply 

Table 1. Summary of Nonlinear Coefficients n 2 and fJ Measured at 532 and 1064 nm 

BaF2 Re[x~] (m2/V2) (]" n2(m2 /W)[100] n2(m2 /W)[010] n2(m2/W)[110] 
532 nm 1.59 X 10-22 -1.08 :t 0.10 2.08 X 10-20 2.08 X 10-20 3.22 X 10-20 

GaAs Im[x~](m2/V2) (]" ,B(cm/GW)[100] ,B(cm/GW)[110] ,B(cm/GW)[111] 
1064 nm 6.35 X 10-19 -0.74 :t 0.18 18 24 25 

KTP Re[x~] (m2/V2) Re[x<s>] (m2/V2) Re(B)(m2 /V2) n2(m2 /W)[100] n2(m2 /W)[010] n2(m2 /W)[110] 
1064 nm 23.2 X 10-22 19.gy~ 10-22 18.5 X 10-22 21.4 X 10-20 18.1 x 1o-20 13.9 X 10-22 

KTP Im[x~](m2/V2) Im[x<s>] (m2JV2) lm(B)(m2 /V2) ,B(cm/GW)[lOO] ,B(cm/GW)[010] ,B(cm/GW)[110] 
532 nm 11.7 X 10-22 7.7¥y~ 10-22 3.96 x 10-22 0.24 0.16 0.14 
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Fig. 2. Curve (a), 532-nm data for KTP showing varia
tion in change in transmittance as a function of incident 
polarization. Curve (b), 1064-nm trace in [110] GaAs 
showing variation in transmittance as a function of in
cident electric-field polarization. 

reflects the anisotropic nature of the band structure. 
The same value of anisotropy has been theoretically 
predicted17 and subsequently measured18 for the real 
part of x(3) at a wavelength of 10.6 1-Lm. 

Use of wave-plate rotation rather than repeated Z 
scans at different electric-field polarization orienta
tions keeps the sample stationary, thus minimizing 
any beam walk at the aperture, and hence increas
ing the sensitivity for measuring the anisotropy. By 
choosing specific crystal orientations and wave-vector 
propagation directions, different third-order tensor 
susceptibility elements can be determined. 
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